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Complete 3.1B Regression Internet ActivityIf you were absent the activity is at the end of this packet





 
3.1B Regression Internet Activity     Name: ________________________________
  
 
I. Guessing correlation  http://istics.net/stat/correlations/ 

a) There are 4 graphs, guess the value of the correlation coefficient. 

b) For each set, how many did you get correct? 

Do 5 data sets:   

Set #1:         /4   Set #2:         /4   Set #3:         /4   Set #4:         /4   Set #5:         /4   

 
II. Guessing Regression Line by Eye http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~lane/stat_sim/reg_by_eye/ 

a) Using the mouse, to draw a LSRL.  How close you are?  The MSE which is the average squared deviation of points 
from the line) is displayed. Write down the MSE.  You can draw another line and see if you can lower the MSE 
and get a better fit line. Circle the lowest MSE. 

b) Now click the box that draws the line of best fit.  Note any surprises you notice? 

c) Now guess the correlation coefficient and click the box on the right hand side with your guess. 

d) Finally click the “show r” to get the correct value and write down below 

Do 3 sets: 
 
Set #1:  List the MSE for the lines you drew:  _________________________________   

For the LSRL, notice any surprises? ______________________________________________________ 
Correlation Coefficient:  your guess r= ________     the correct r=  _________ 

 
Set #2:  List the MSE for the lines you drew:  _________________________________   

For the LSRL, notice any surprises? ______________________________________________________ 
Correlation Coefficient:  your guess r= ________     the correct r=  _________ 

 
Set #3:  List the MSE for the lines you drew:  _________________________________   

For the LSRL, notice any surprises? ______________________________________________________ 
Correlation Coefficient:  your guess r= ________     the correct r=  _________ 

 
III. Regression Applet- Investigate Influential points http://www.stat.sc.edu/~west/javahtml/Regression.html 

a) At the bottom of the graph you will find the LSRL and r.   

b) See how adding points impacts your line.  Add points by clicking on location of point. 

c) Write the equation (round 2 decimals) and value of r (round 3 decimals).  
 

(Original)  ŷ  = ________________________________ r = _____________ 

 
(10,200)  ŷ  = ________________________________ r = _____________ 
 
(100,200) ŷ  = ________________________________ r = _____________ 
 
(200,100) ŷ  = ________________________________ r = _____________ 
 
 (200,10)   ŷ  = ________________________________ r = _____________ 
 
Which point(s) seem to have the greatest influence on changing the LSRL? 
 
 




